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Mrs President, Honourable Members of Parliament, 

first of all I would like to thank you for the invitation to participate in this inquiry. 

The availability of low-cost energy is an essential factor to guarantee the competitiveness of industrial 

economies. For this purpose, we believe it is essential to provide our country with an adequate 

infrastructural system to allow the transport energy “safe and at a competitive prices” and this has 

always been a priority for Snam in its more than seventy years of history. 

These priorities are even more significant in consideration of the increasing dependency on foreign 

supplies, on the cyclic political instabilities of the producer and transit countries, on the peaks in 

consumption related to climatic changes as well as the dynamics of increasingly volatile market prices. 

During the course of this presentation I will attempt to illustrate the reasons, to point out how and to 

what point the National Energy Strategy (NES) elaborated by the previous Government and validated 

by the current one is an ideal instrument to pursue this design of adequate infrastructure and what role 

Snam can play in this situation. 

 

The gas scenario 

To grasp the objectives of the NES, an authorisation framework capable of ensuring the realisation of 

the infrastructures within time periods consistent with international agreements and the financial 

planning of large works, a regulatory system capable of remunerating– where the market cannot – the 

security of the system and finally, support along the path of harmonising rules for the interoperability of 

the transportation and integration networks is necessary. 

As it is known, the events in recent years have produced and are producing deep changes in the 

fundamentals of the natural gas market. First of all, the technological innovation for the exploitation of 

non-conventional reserves (shale e tight gas) has allowed the United States to modify its commercial 

energy balance, from an importing country to a country capable of meeting all of its consumption 

needs and potentially positioning itself as an exporter. In the second place, the European economic 

crisis has led to a strong contraction of energy consumption and demand and, in particular, for natural 

gas, which dropped by about 15% over the last four years (equal to approximately 50 bcm). Finally, 

the energy policy choices of certain countries (the Fukushima accident for example) and the 

increasing needs in developing economies have led to a significant re-orientation of flows and supplies 
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of liquefied natural gas towards the countries of the Far East, deliveries originally destined to 

European markets. 

Also as a consequence of these phenomena, it is currently possible to subdivide the planet into three 

different geographical areas of natural gas price differentiation: North America, and in particular the 

United States, that benefits from very low prices (approximately $4 /MMBtu); the countries of the Far 

East, and in particular Japan, with very high prices (approximately $17 /MMBtu); Europe with 

intermediate prices, less than those of Japan but approximately three times greater than American 

prices (approximately $12 /MMBtu).  

To face the global market challenges, it is therefore necessary that Europe identifies further measures 

to regain energy-cost competitiveness. Europe is currently strongly dependent on extra EU producer 

countries where the majority of natural gas reserves lie. In virtue of the contraction in European 

Community production (in The United Kingdom and in the North Sea in particular) there will be a 

further increase of the need for European imports, estimated to be equal to a minimum of 150 billion 

cubic meters in 2030.  

With regards to infrastructure, procurement for the Italian system is guaranteed by the current 4 gas 

pipeline imports and by the 2 regasification terminals. In line with what takes place in Europe, Italy 

also is a country strongly dependent upon imports, which during 2012 amounted to nearly 68 billion 

cubic meters compared with an overall demand of approximately 75 billion cubic meters (national 

production equal to 8.2 bcm and storage balance of 1.5 bcm). 

In recent years, the European hubs have shown a tendency to increase the volumes exchanged, 

augmenting the liquidity of the gas market. The main index for measuring liquidity at a hub is the churn 

rate, calculated as the ratio between the volumes traded and those physically delivered. A churn rate 

greater than 10 marks a market with high levels of liquidity. British NPB is the only truly liquid 

European market, with a value of 14.3 during 2011. For the continental hubs, the churn rate comes in 

at values no greater than 4, with the sole exception of the Belgian hub ZEE and the Dutch hub TTF, 

with values of 4.9 and 4.3, respectively. PSV, though presenting high potential for development, is 

positioned as a market with still-limited churn rate values, equal to 2.5. Gas prices of the North 

European hubs have shown a progressive alignment with the NBP thanks to the availability of gas 

from the North, to the availability of interconnections between the various hubs, and to trading of gas 

on spot and futures markets. 

The economic-financial crisis of 2009 resulted in a contraction of the demand for gas, activating an 

oversupply situation that caused a drop in prices at a continental level. Only after 2009 did favourable 

prices contribute to the recovery in gas demand and a progressive recovery in prices. In such a 

backdrop, the PSV, though following the trends of the other markets, was characterised by price levels 

continually higher than those of the other hubs. Starting from last months of 2012, thanks to the 

availability of the commodity, to the possibilities to have access to foreign gas pipelines and to the 

reorganisation of the balancing regime, we have observed a progressive alignment of PSV prices with 

respect to the other European hubs. The convergence of prices between the European hubs and the 

Italian PSV has nevertheless proven to be an occasional effect. 
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To restore competitiveness to our energy system, at least with respect to the other Eurozone 

countries, a structural alignment or even a reduction in prices to levels below those created in the 

principal European hubs is necessary. 

The rates of the infrastructural services, in particular those relative to transport and storage, contribute 

to a very limited degree to total gas costs for end consumers. If we look at the components of the gas 

prices for end consumers, we note how the raw material and commercialisation costs represent about 

50% of the bill whereas transport and storage about 5%.  

An adequate regulatory framework for the development of infrastructures may lead to significant 

benefits to the gas system having at the same time a very limited impact on gas prices for end 

consumers. In that sense, the actions that the infrastructure operators may apply in field to support the 

development and the flexibility of the market, both in terms of new investments and of services, would 

have an impact on rates significantly less than the benefits that could lead to a reduction in raw-

material and sales costs, thanks to an increase in the competition in the Italian market and to its 

integration with the other European markets. 

 

Market interconnections 

Analysing the drivers underlying the recent changes in the European gas market, we note two factors: 

a further increase of dependency on foreign supplies, associated with a less recourse to long-term 

contracts, with important repercussions on the Country’s energy security; a strong regulatory push on 

the European level for the opening and the integration between national markets, so that the 

European market can reach critical funds mass, hold costs down, and limit risks. 

This situation forces institutions and operators to confront and resolve new situations, that can 

essentially be summarised in the need to identify new sources of gas procurement and to render them 

available throughout Europe through a truly integrated and flexible network, free from the influence on 

the part of local operators and managed based on a framework of common rules. 

The picture describes the situation of Italian dependency, in particular, very well represented by the 

progressively declining contribution of national production to the gas demand and the new anticipated 

routes of procurement from Russia through the South Stream and – an important novelty – from 

Azerbaijan through the TAP. 

The new challenge, that goes in the direction of rendering the European energy markets truly 

integrated, is that relative to the development of the so-called priority corridors, which see Italy 

geographically favoured. As the Chairman of the Italian Authority for Electricity and Natural Gas stated 

in the 2013 Annual Report, “in the next few years the network must be capable of dedicating 

enormous resources to infrastructural investments for reinforcing the connection of the Italian energy 

system with the rest of Europe”. 

Italy is included in 3 of the 4 corridors of common interest, an additional confirmation of the fact that 

our country is considered a crossroad for Europe’s energy procurement. The projects within these 

corridors identified as being of common interest will be able to benefit from measures to facilitate their 

realisation (facilitated authorisation procedures, financial support, and regulatory incentives).  
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Italy already has taken on the challenge and has been active for several years in this sense, to render 

integration with European Countries possible and to allow the arrival of gas flows from new sources of 

importation (predominantly from the south). For example, the recent selection of the TAP which will 

have gas of Azeri production transit Italy, not only for the domestic market but in transit for the rest of 

the EU, is an important element of a path that sees the reference market progressively enlarge. 

The improvement of the interconnections between national infrastructural systems, in a framework of 

progressive harmonisation of the rules on a European level, is – starting from the natural gas market, 

traditionally a commodity that passes between different countries– an essential driver to achieve 

increased competition between energy suppliers and therefore a positive impact on energy prices. 

The most important places where incoming gas flows accumulate in Europe are the so-called hubs 

illustrated here in this figure. An essential step to guarantee the security and flexibility of the European 

gas system and to align prices, that would therefore allow the challenges posed by the evolution of the 

European scenario, consisting in the realisation of the full and effective interconnection between these 

hubs through their physical connection, to be overcome. 

 

Snam’s role 

SNAM is strongly committed to supporting the development of the Italian gas system, in the broader 

European setting and the consistent with the national and European Community energy policy 

objectives. We believe that the evolution of our system and its integration with the other European 

markets will have positive repercussions on energy prices incurred by Italian consumers. 

On the infrastructural front, we are making our infrastructures increasingly flexible and interconnected 

with Europe; in this sense, a regulatory framework that guarantees long-term stability and visibility (as 

well as suitable returns) is needed to realise strategic infrastructures for our country. 

On the front of services, we are rendering our products harmonised so as to improve the commercial 

interconnection of the European hubs. Institutions and operators must work together to define clear 

rules for the use of the infrastructures, which can favour the birth of pro-market services guaranteeing 

at the same time the participation of all subjects in the benefits that these services will be able to 

introduce. 

Finally, we are intensifying our relationships with Electricity Market Operators (GME) and with other 

infrastructure operators to foster the development of European platforms for trading capacity and gas 

that allow us to increase market liquidity; from this perspective the support for initiatives that promote 

cooperation between operators and the integration of markets, as well as measures that can increase 

the liquidity of the Italian market such as for example the evolution of the balancing regime, play a 

fundamental role. 

The development of the market and liquidity may be accompanied by numerous benefits. Firstly, an 

increase in the security of supply thanks to the attraction of new sources, to the greater availability of 

gas in the country related to transits to other systems, as well as the system’s capacity to handle 

peaks in demand through importation, interconnection and storage capacities. Secondly, the 

alignment of prices with those of the other European countries thanks to the abatement of logistics 
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costs. On the contrary, were Italy to develop a transit hub, becoming the beginning point and end point 

of gas flows in Europe, the price could structurally settle to lower levels. This would favour arbitrage 

between the PSV and other hubs even more and would restore competitiveness to the Italian 

(industrial) system. 

A more liquid and competitive market would favour the transparency of prices that may be used as 

reference for the stipulation of supply contracts. An increase of liquidity may then favour the 

development of futures markets, both physical and financial. Finally, the hub’s development may 

constitute a driving force for the Country’s growth, being that it carries with it infrastructural 

investments, the possibility of introducing new services in support of the natural gas market, and, in 

the final analysis, an engine for recovery in consumption.  

Snam has programmed an important investment plan, centred, in Italy, on strengthening the transport 

capacity along the South-North axis, in harmony with the expected new gas flows arriving in Southern 

Italy, and on the increase of gas re-export capacity by way of the so-called reverse flow. The purpose 

is that of rendering Italy a place of gas transfer, rather than an arrival point, so that the price of gas 

paid by consumers and businesses is less than or not influenced by the cost of the logistics necessary 

for the commodity to arrive in our country. 

The right part of the slide shows how Snam intends to support this vision through the joint acquisition 

and management of significant parts of the gas transport network in other European countries: France, 

Switzerland, Austria, Germany and Belgium. 

Concretely, in the 2013/2016 triennium, Snam will invest approximately € 6.2 billion in Italy, with the 

perspective of spending another 4.6 during the 2017/2020 period. 

The development in Europe in 2013 alone cost approximately € 0.7 billion in 2013 for the acquisition of 

the TIGF network in the South-West of the France, and other significant capital expenditures are being 

assessed in the 2013/2016 triennium. 

Hence capital expenditures largely centred on our country and with Italian procurement amounting to 

more than 90% of the total, which, in addition to the objectives described in terms of energy security 

and price alignment identified by the NES, will allow growth and employment to be produced in a 

particularly difficult and complex moment for the economy. 

Thank you for your attention. I am at your disposal for any questions. 
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